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Abstract
In this paper, we present an approach for predicting utterance
level behaviors in psychotherapy sessions using both speech and
lexical features. We train long short term memory (LSTM) net-
works with an attention mechanism using words, both manu-
ally and automatically transcribed, and prosodic features, at the
word level, to predict the annotated behaviors. We demonstrate
that prosodic features provide discriminative information rele-
vant to the behavior task and show that they improve prediction
when fused with automatically derived lexical features. Addi-
tionally, we investigate the weights of the attention mechanism
to determine words and prosodic patterns which are of impor-
tance to the behavior prediction task.
Index Terms: prosody, mutlimodal learning, behavioral signal
processing

1. Introduction
Both the words that are spoken and the way in which they are
spoken are of fundamental importance in psychotherapy conver-
sations. There are many studies demonstrating the importance
of the lexical channel for predicting behaviors in psychotherapy
[1, 2, 3], but multimodal information like visual and acoustic
cues also carry a wealth of information that is potentially com-
plimentary to the lexical modality [4], and has received less at-
tention in this domain.

In this paper, we focus on data from Motivational Inter-
viewing (MI) sessions, a type of psychotherapy focused on be-
havior change. Behavior is generally monitored and codified
in the form of behavioral coding, which is the process of a hu-
man manually observing a session and annotating the behaviors
of the participants in that session, as defined by a coding man-
ual. The Motivational Interviewing Skill Code (MISC) manual
defines both session and utterance level behaviors that are of
interest for understanding therapist efficacy in MI [5]. Several
approaches have been proposed for automating the behavioral
coding procedure to predict gestalt session level behaviors, es-
pecially therapist empathy, using lexical information (both man-
ually and automatically derived) [6], speech rate entrainment
[7], and prosody [8]. At the utterance level, automating the
behavioral coding process has been entirely focused on linguis-
tic features [3, 9, 10]. In this work, we inspect: if utterance-
level behavior codes can be predicted using prosodic cues; and
if prosodic information can assist lexical information in making
better predictions of participants’ behaviors.

We hypothesize prosodic information such as variation in
pitch, loudness, pause, etc. will have an important role in pre-
dicting behaviors in psychotherapy and can assist lexical fea-
tures for making improved predictions. Therefore, we propose a

multimodal approach for predicting behavior codes that exploits
both prosodic and lexical information at the word level. We
show that prosodic information can assist lexical information in
making a multimodal prediction. Our multimodal architecture
is largely inspired from [11] and [3]. Thus, we use Bidirectional
long short term memory (LSTM) networks with a self-attention
mechanism for predicting MISC Codes at the level of utterances
using multimodal information i.e prosodic and lexical features.
Our network is different from prior research, as we use a unified
architecture, i.e., the same model for predicting therapist/client
codes.

2. Related Work
Several computational models have been proposed for predict-
ing MISC behavioral codes at the utterance level [2, 3, 9]. Re-
searchers have addressed this problem by using variety of fea-
tures, such as word n-grams and linguistic features [1] and re-
current neural networks (RNNs) with word embedding features
[3, 11]. Methods using RNNs have shown superior performance
to other models (e.g., MaxEnt) for utterance level behavioral
code prediction [3]. The success of these RNN based mod-
els demonstrates that learning in-domain word representations
and parameters in an end-to-end fashion offers better modeling
for this task. These models typically use separate models for
therapist and client codes, whereas we propose a unified model
which still uses utterance level speaker information.

Self-attention mechanisms, which enable models to at-
tend to particular words based on input for predicting output
classes, have been used widely in natual language processing
[12, 13, 14] and speech processing [15]. Recently [11] extended
the work from [3] by using a self-attention mechanism for pre-
dicting utterance level MISC codes. They show how attention
can improve the interpretability and help in better understand-
ing the decisions made by the model.

While using multimodal information is rather unexplored in
predicting utterance level MISC codes, it has been an exciting
venue of research in some other related domains such as multi-
modal parsing [16], prediction of psychological disorders [17],
and audio-visual applications like speech recognition [18]. Our
proposed multimodal approach is similar to [16] in the sense
that we also concatenate prosodic features obtained from audio
signals with lexical features to get word-level representations.

3. Data
In this paper, we use data from Motivational Intervewing ses-
sions, presented in [19, 20], for behavior prediction. Table 1
shows statistics of utterance level MISC data used in this pa-
per after removing utterances where there is a speaker overlap.



Figure 1: Data Pipeline. Left part shows data flow to get hu-
man transcribed utterance level data. Middle part shows the
data flow to create similar data using automatic transcription.
Right, shows pipeline for extracting prosodic features at the
word level.

For Therapist codes, a reflection (REF) is a reflective listening
statement made by the counselor in response to a client state-
ment. Question (QES) is either an open or a close question
asked by the therapist. Other (OTH) can include Advise, Af-
firm, Confront, Facilitate etc. among other therapist behaviors.
Client behavior is observed from three dimensions. In a follow-
neutral turn (FN), there is no indication of client inclination ei-
ther toward or away from the target behavior change. Client
behavior is otherwise marked with a positive (POS) or negative
(NEG) valence, depending on whether it reflects inclination to-
ward (POS) or away from (NEG) the target behavior change.
Figure 1 shows a snapshot for our data pipeline.

Our data flow pipeline handles three main types of data:

• Human transcribed text data: Audio signals are first
transcribed at speaker turn level by humans. Each turn
is then segmented by humans experts to get utterances.
Human experts then annotate these Therapist and Patient
utterances with MISC codes.

• Automatically transcribed text data: Middle part of
Figure 1 shows the pipeline where we use utterance text
generated using ASR. We use the ASR system presented
in [21] to get automatic transcripts from audio signals.
ASR does use speaker turn boundaries marked by human
transcribers. Reported word error rate (WER) is 44.1 %
[21], where a major chunk of errors is because of substi-
tution (27.9 %). We use utterances segmentation infor-
mation and MISC labeling done by human experts for
generating this data.

• Word level Prosodic feature Extractor : Using au-
dio signals we first extract prosodic features at frame
level. As our multimodal approach uses word-level fea-
tures, for human transcribed training data we use a force
aligner [21] to align human transcribed transcripts to get
word boundaries. For automatic generated text data,
ASR directly gives word boundaries to extract word-
level prosodic features. Prosodic features extraction is

Table 1: Frequency of samples for each class label in the pre-
processed MISC data.

Code Description #Train #Test
Therapist

REF Reflection 6577 3456
QES Question 6546 3348
OTH Other 13112 7625
Total 26235 14429

Client
FN Follow/Neutral 22020 12229
NEG Sustain Talk 4019 1660
POS Change Talk 3151 1272
Total 29190 15161

described in more detail in section 4.1.

4. Method
4.1. Features

Our multimodal system can exploit two types of features;
namely features exploiting prosodic information and lexical
text.

4.1.1. Prosodic

• Prosodic (a): We use pitch, loudness and jitter as
prosodic features. We extract frame-level pitch using
pyaudioanalysis [22] & loudness and jitter using Praat
[23], where frame size is 50ms and step size is 25ms.
We then calculate the mean and standard deviation (std)
across frames within a word to represent 6 (3 mean, 3
std) word level features.

• Pause (p): We also encode word-level pause informa-
tion i.e pause taken before and after a word. For each
word, pause is quantized into a 10 bit vector (5 for pause
before and 5 for pause after) depending upon if pause
time lies before, between and after {0.01, 0.06, 0.2, 1.0}
seconds. These boundaries are selected so that the words
are approximately uniformly distributed in those bins.

• Average word length (wl): We keep an additional fea-
ture for marking word length i.e number of frames used
to speak a word. We normalize word length by average
word length over the entire train and test dataset sepa-
rately.

We concatenate ai, pi and wli to get a 17-dimensional
prosodic feature representation Ai for each word Wi.

Speaker normalization: There are various different stud-
ies collected across different settings that are part of this dataset
with different speakers, both in terms of therapists and patients.
Therefore, we do a two-fold speaker normalization. First, we
do a z-normalization for each audio feature for each study type
and second, we normalize each audio feature for each speaker
(Therapist and Patient) for each audio session.

4.1.2. Lexical

For textual features we remove all punctuations and lower case
all words. We also replace any words having frequency less
than 5 with the <unk> symbol. Our final vocabulary has
11219 unique words. Each word Wi is represented by a 100-
dimensional vector Ti, initialized using a uniformly distributed



Figure 2: Architecture for Utterance Encoder. � can be 1 or 0
for Therapist and Patient utterance respectively.

random word embedding layer which we learn as a part of the
encoder described in the following section.

4.2. Utterance Encoder

We assume that each utterance is represented by a word se-
quence W = {W0,W1, · · · ,WL−1}, where L is the number
of words in the utterance. Each word can be represented either
by prosodic features, or by lexical text, or both. We then assume
there exists a function c = f(W ) that maps W to a behavioral
code c ∈ 1, 2, · · · , C, withC being the number of defined code
types. Our goal is to find the function f∗ minimizing the error
between the predicted and expert-annotated codes.

We use a parametric composition model to construct
utterance-level embeddings from word-level embeddings. We
process word-level embeddings with an LSTM [24, 25] and
then take a weighted average of the LSTM outputs using a task-
specific attention model [13]. There are various implementa-
tions of LSTMs available; in this work we use an implementa-
tion based on [26]. The LSTM outputs (hidden states) hi con-
textualize input word embeddings Wi by encoding the history
of each word into its representation. The attention layer can be
seen as a mechanism for accessing internal memory of the sys-
tem, i.e. the hidden states of the LSTM. It can learn what to
retrieve from the memory while constructing an utterance rep-
resentation. For example, it can learn to ignore stop-words or
downweight words that are not essential for predicting behav-
ioral codes. We use an attention layer (equations 1-3) with an
internal context vector [13].

ki = tanh(Whi + b) (1)

αi = softmax(kTi a) (2)

R =
∑
i

αihi (3)

The attention layer first applies a one-layer MLP to its inputs
hi to derive the keys ki. Then it computes the attention weights
by applying a softmax nonlinearity to the inner products
between the keys ki and the internal context vector a . Finally
it computes the sentence representation R by taking a weighted
average of its inputs. The context vector a is a model parameter
that is initialized with uniform weights so that it behaves like
an averaging operation at the beginning of the training.

We then concatenate oracle speaker information (Therapist
(1) vs Client (0)) to R before it’s passed through a dense layer

Figure 3: Multimodal system architecture using Comb-LF ap-
proach.

to get P . P is a C-dimensional vector on which we take soft-
max to predict MISC label. We also show experiments with
the model where the utterance encoder doesn’t use the attention
mechanism. Instead, it just uses the last hidden state from the
LSTM layer (LSTM-l). We will refer to our model with atten-
tion as LSTM-a.

4.3. Multimodal Approach

Prosodic feature vector Ai for each word Wi is first processed
through a dense layer to get a high dimensional representation,
which matches the lexical representation of the word in terms
of dimensionality before it’s fed into the LSTM layer.

We do a multimodal combination by two methods :

• Comb-WL : Word-level lexical features T and prosodic
featuresA are word-wise concatenated to make inputW
before feeding it to the utterance encoder for predicting
MISC labels.

• Comb-LF : As show in Figure 3, we first train utterance
encoder using lexical features and a separate encoder us-
ing prosodic features. For fusion, word-level audio se-
quence WA is processed through a pretrained utterance
encoder trained on audio data and similarly WT is pro-
cessed separately to get RA and RT respectively. RA

and RT are then concatenated and then passed through
another dense layer to get the C-dimensional output P .
This allows us to tune the entire system for multimodal
information in an end-to-end fashion

Training Routine : The batch size is 40 utterances. LSTM
hidden state dimension is 100 (50 forward, 50 backward). We
use dropout at the embedding layer with drop probability 0.3.
Dense layer is of 100 dimensions. The model is trained using
the Adam optimizer [27] with a learning rate of 0.01 and an ex-
ponential decay of 0.98 after 10K steps (1 step = 40 utterances).
We weight each sample using class weights derived using class
frequencies. Formally, the weight given to a sample belonging
to class i is

wi =
w̃i∑
i w̃i

, where w̃i =
total #samples

#samplesi

5. Experiments & Results
5.1. Behavior (MISC) Code Prediction

5.1.1. Baselines

We train models with just lexical features (Text) and just
prosodic information (Prosodic). The first two rows in Ta-



Table 2: Results for single modality (Text, Prosodic) and multi-
modal approach for human generated test data.

Features Avg. F1-score
LSTM-l LSTM-a

Text 0.54 0.57
Prosodic 0.42 0.42

Comb-WL 0.56 0.58
Comb-LF 0.58 0.60

Table 3: Results for using automatically generated transcripts
from ASR

Features Avg. F1-score
ASR text 0.47
Comb-WL 0.52
Comb-LF 0.53

ble 2 show class averaged f-scores for our baseline systems
where we only use one modality (lexical-features or prosodic-
features). Model with just lexical features (Text) performs better
than the model which only uses word-level prosodic informa-
tion (Prosodic). Prosodic model performs better than majority
class baseline, which is 0.33, since we report class averaged
f-scores. This shows that prosodic information alone is quite
informative about predicting behavior codes.

5.1.2. Human vs Automatically transcribed Data

Bottom part of Table 2 shows that multimodal information can
in fact help in making a better prediction of behavior codes
compared to single modality models (Text and Prosodic). We
get best results for Comb-LF where we do late fusion of utter-
ances. Scores where we use attention are better, therefore, we
use model with attention (LSTM-a) for further experiments.

Using automatically generated lexical features, results in
Table 3 show high gains for multimodal systems. Comb-LF
outperforms other models with automatically transcribed lexical
features. This number is a bit worse than the model which uses
human transcribed lexical features Text. Moreover, the Comb-
WL model which fuses word level lexical and prosodic infor-
mation also shows improvements.

5.2. Attention Weight Analysis

Prosodic model generally gives high weight to utterance end-
ings, indicating it’s important to attend to the last part of the
utterance for predicting behavior. It reinforces the hypothesis
that pitch rises at the end of questions which makes it an impor-
tant marker for discrimination. It also always gives some weight
to start of the utterance, along with attending a bit to word Did
for example in Figure 4. It can also be seen that Text model
attends to lexical words that are necessary to mark a question.
(high weights to words: did, you, say).

5.3. Evaluating on Utterances > 15 words

Ablation experiments where we only choose utterances longer
than 15 words (4824 and 5313 samples for Therapist and Pa-
tient codes respectively), suggest that Prosodic model shows
improved performance for longer utterances. Table 4 shows re-
sults for this. Scores for Prosodic features improve only evalu-
ated for longer utterances. ASR text follows a similar trend. Re-
sults for combination experiments are also slightly better when

Table 4: Ablation experiments results when evaluated on utter-
ances longer than 15 words.

Features Avg. F1-score
Prosodic 0.48
ASR text 0.50
Comb-WL 0.54
Comb-LF 0.55

Figure 4: Comparison of attention weights for one question
sample (QES)

evaluated for longer utterances.

These results validate our hypothesis that as prosodic fea-
tures (pitch, loudness and jitter) are continuous values, what
we essentially measure is the variation in them as we pass over
words. When the utterance has very few time stamps (less
words), the model with prosodic information performs badly
as it is not able to cover the variation in them.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we demonstrated that using prosodic features
in addition to lexical features aid in the prediction of certain
utterance-level behaviors in psychotherapy sessions. We em-
ployed bi-directional LSTMs with an attention mechanism with
both word-level and utterance-level fusion of prosodic and lex-
ical modalities. We also presented an analysis with examples
of the types of words and prosodic patterns that are attended to
by the attention mechanism. Additionally, we discussed how
the length of utterances influences performance of the prosodic
modality. Ablation experiments suggest our encoder architec-
ture relies on variation between prosodic features over words;
thus, we plan to investigate using discrete representation of
prosodic features in the future. We also plan to use more com-
plicated compositional models to represent word-level prosodic
information instead of using just the mean and standard devia-
tion.
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